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Training- and diving waters in Könighain 

1. I know, that I received only a one time permission for diving in the quarry of the 

diving club Görlitz (TCG). I will not hold the TCG liable for any claims that may 

arise from my presence at the quarry  or my diving. This is true for any damage 

or harm, that I suffer by myself or that concerns my equipment or belongings and 

also for claims of a third party, which could be harmed by my activities.  

2. The quarry is a natural area with uneven ground. The edges of the quarry are 

insecure. Be careful during your stay and do not approach the edges.  

3. With my signature on the list of entries I confirm the correctness of my personal 

data. I will pay attention to the hints, restrictions and prohibited areas.  

4. Bookings have to be made 14 days in advance. In case of non-observance I 

have to pay 5, - € in addition. 

5. I am not allowed to enter constructions or caves or to dive into them. I have to 

follow the instructions of the TCG. 

6. My last medical examination concerning diving is not older than two years (if I am 

40 or older, then not longer than one year). I will not dive under the influence of alcohol 

and drugs.  

7. I have to use equipment, that is suitable for cold water (DIN EN 250), which is in 

faultless conditions. If I dive 15 metres or deeper, I have to use two breathing 

systems, that can be shut off separately. Carried Pony bottles have to have 

volume of at least two litres. Every diver has to wear complete equipment.  

8. The diving club follows the recommendations of the VDST concerning diving 

groups and depth limits. There should be only groups of divers with the following 

brevets of the VDST or brevets of other diving associations that are equivalent:  

Group Recommendation Depth limit  in 
Königshain 

Basic Diver with Basic Diver No - 

Diver* with Diver * No - 

Diver** with Diver* Yes 20 m 

Diver** with 2 or more Divers* No - 

Diver** with Diver** Yes None 
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Diver*** with Basic Yes 12 m 

Diver*** with Diver* Yes None 
Diver*** with Diver** Yes None 

Diver**** with Diver*** Yes None 

 

9. Furthermore I will do no dives with deco stops deeper than six metres and the 

remaining pressure at the end of the dive will be at least 50 bar. If I am asked, I 

will agree to a check of my depth measuring device and my logbook. 

10. Night dives are only permitted down to a depth of 15 metres. 

 

Management of the TCG 


